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A graph is said to be 12 -transitive if its automorphism group acts transitively on
vertices and edges but not on arcs. For each n11, a 12-transitive graph of valency
4 and girth 6, with the automorphism group isomorphic to An_Z2 , is given.
 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
Throughout this paper all graphs and groups are assumed to be finite.
For graph and group-theoretic concepts not defined here we refer the
reader to [13].
Let G be a group and Q a generating set of G such that 1  Q=Q&1. The
Cayley graph Cay(G, Q) of G relative to Q has vertex set G and edges of
the form [ g, gq], g # G, q # Q. A graph X is said to be 12 -transitive if its
automorphism group Aut X acts transitively on vertices and edges but not
arcs. There has recently been an outburst of papers dealing with the
structure and classification of 12 -transitive graphs [13, 7, 8, 1012, 14]. We
here consider 12 -transitive graphs of valency 4. The analysis of such graphs
naturally falls into two cases according to whether the girth equals 3 or is
greater than 3. It turns out that 12 -transitive graphs of valency 4 and girth
3 are in a 11 correspondence with cubic one-regular graphs [8]. Since
there are known infinite families of cubic one-regular graphs with either
solvable or a nonsolvable automorphism group [4, 5], the same holds for
their 12-transitive counterparts. The situation is much more complex if the
1
2 -transitive graphs of valency 4 are triangle-free. Infinite families of such
graphs are known in this case, too. However, save for one single example
given in [8], all of these graphs have a solvable automorphism group.
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It is the aim of this paper to construct an infinite family of 12 -transitive
graphs of valency 4 with a nonsolvable automorphism group. More
precisely, we shall prove the following result. (For convenience we take Sn
and An to be the groups of all permutations and all even permutations,
respectively, on the set pn=[0, 1, ..., n&1] of n letters.)
Theorem 1.1. Let n=2k+1, where k5, let a=(0 1 ... n&1) # An and
let b=at=tat, where t=(0 2)(1 5) # An . Then (a, b) =An and the corre-
sponding Cayley graph Xn=Cay(An , Qa, b), where Qa, b=[a, b, a&1, b&1],
is 12 -transitive with valency 4, girth 6 and its automorphism group is
isomorphic to An_Z2 .
Theorem 1.1 will be proved in Section 3 over a series of lemmas dealing
with the cycle structure of the graphs Xn .
2. PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS
Let a group G act (on the right) on a set V and let Q be a nonempty
subset of G. We define the action digraph Act(G, V, Q) to be the digraph
with vertex set V and arcs of the form (v, vq), v # V, q # Q. Throughout this
paper we shall be assuming that the action of G is transitive and that Q is
a generating set of G, thus forcing Act(G, V, Q) to be (weakly) connected.
In particular, if G acts on itself by right multiplication and if 1  Q=Q&1
then the graph associated with the digraph Act(G, G, Q) is nothing but the
Cayley graph Cay(G, Q).
For a group G and a subset QG we let Aut(G, Q)=[: # Aut G :
:(Q)=Q]. A Q-sequence in G is a reduced word on symbols from Q _ Q&1
such that no proper subword is a relation in G. We say that two Q-sequen-
ces are equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a finite series
of transformations of the following three types: a cyclic rotation, taking the
Q-sequence in the reverse order with all terms inverted (that is, the inverse
Q-sequence), or substituting each term in the Q-sequence by its image under
an element of Aut(G, Q _ Q&1). Note that the corresponding equivalence
relation on Q-sequences distinguishes between relations and nonrelations
in G. To each Q-sequence in a group G acting on a set V and a vertex v of
Act(G, V, Q), we may associate in a natural way a walk originating in v.
Furthermore, if the action of G on V is faithful, then a Q-sequence in G is
a relation if and only if it represents a closed walk at every vertex of
Act(G, V, Q). In this sense the action digraph is a useful geometric tool for
testing whether a given sequence is a group relation or not.
For a Q-sequence S in G let l(S) denote the length of S. In particular,
if Q & Q&1=<, we may further define the positive length l+ (S) and the
negative length l& (S) of S, respectively, as the numbers of terms of S
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belonging to Q and to Q&1. Note that the functions l+ and l& are constant
on each equivalence class of Q-sequences. We say that a Q-sequence S is
balanced if l+ (S)=l& (S).
Let X be a digraph and v # V(X) a vertex. An arc of X is incident with
v if v is either its head or its tail. A vertex u is adjacent to v (a neighbor of
v) if either (u, v) or (v, u) is an arc of X. We say that X is bipartite if there
exists a partition of its vertex set into two subsets such that every arc of X
is incident with one vertex in the first subset and one vertex in the second
subset. A walk in X is an alternating sequence of vertices and arcs
v0a0 v1a1 , ..., vl&1al&1v l such that for each i we have that ai is incident with
both vi and vi+1 . A walk is closed if v0=vl . A path in X is a walk all of
whose vertices are distinct. Let W be a walk in X. Then |W | denotes the
length of W, that is, the number of arcs of W. We say that W traverses a
vertex v of X if there exists a subpath of length 2 in W with v as its internal
vertex. For a vertex v of W we let the frequency &(W, v) of W relative to
v be the number of appearances of v in W. Also, for a subset Z of V(X) we
let &(W, Z) be the sum of the frequencies of all vertices in Z. The following
general observation will be useful later on.
Proposition 2.1. Let W be a closed walk in a digraph X. Then
(i) w # W &(W, w)=|W | and
(ii) if W contains at least one arc not incident with a fixed vertex v of
W, then &(W, v)<utv &(W, u).
Proof. Part (i) is obvious. As for part (ii), observe that the frequency
&(W, v) of v is equal to the sum of the relative frequencies of the neighbors
of v with respect to v. But the walk W must contain at least one vertex not
adjacent to v. Since W is a closed walk, this vertex contributes at least 1
to the frequency of one of the neighbors of v, and the result follows. K
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
Recall that in the statement of Theorem 1.1 we have introduced the
following notation, which will be used throughout the rest of the paper. We
have firstly, n=2k+1, where k5; secondly, a=(0 1 ... n&1) # An and
b=at, where t=(0 2)(1 5) and thirdly, Qa, b=[a, b, a&1, b&1]. In order to
prove Theorem 1.1 some rather detailed information on the cycle structure
of the graphs Xn=Cay(An , Qa, b), that is, on Qa, b -relations in the group
An=(a, b) , is needed. (The proof of the fact that a and b indeed generate
the whole group An is left to the reader.) Hereafter, by a sequence and a
relation in An we shall always mean a Qa, b -sequence and a Qa, b -relation
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in An , respectively. Relations in An of length n and those of small length
are of particular importance. We shall prove the following two results.
Proposition 3.1. Let n11 and S be a Qa, b-relation in An . Then
l(S)6 and moreover, l(S)=6 if and only if S is equivalent to the relation
(ab&1)3.
Proposition 3.2. A Qa, b-relation of length n11 in An is equivalent to
the relation an.
The analysis of relations in An relevant to Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 will
be done implicitly by considering the associated closed walks in the corre-
sponding action digraph Yn=Act(An , pn , [a, b]) (see Fig. 1).
We first make a few working definitions about the digraph Yn . The sub-
digraphs of Yn induced by the vertex subsets p6=[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and
pn "p6=[6, 7, ..., n&1] will be called, respectively, the hank Hn and the
rope Rn . An attachment arc is an arc incident with a vertex in Hn and a ver-
tex in Rn . A cutting of Yn at a vertex v of Rn is the digraph with vertex set
V(Yn)"[v]) _ [v+, v&] and arc set consisting of all the arcs in Yn&v
together with all the arcs of the form (v+, u) and (w, v&), where (v, u) and
(w, v) are arcs in Yn .
To start with, let us make some general observations on the overall
structure of the action digraph Yn . The proof of the next result is
straightforward.
Lemma 3.3. The cutting of the action digraph Yn at any vertex of the
rope Rn results in a bipartite digraph.
FIG. 1. The action digraph Yn=Act(An , pn , [a, b]).
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Lemma 3.4. Let W be a closed walk of odd length in Yn . Then
(i) W has nonempty intersection with both Rn and Hn and moreover,
W traverses every vertex of Rn ;
(ii) |W|n&4.
Proof. Suppose that W had empty intersection either with Hn or with
Rn . Since both Hn and Rn are bipartite, this would contradict the fact that
W has odd length. Suppose now that W does not meet a vertex v # Rn . By
Lemma 3.3, a cutting of Yn at v results in a bipartite digraph which, by
assumption, contains the walk W. But this is not possible as |W| is odd,
thus proving (i). Consequently, W must meet n&6 vertices of Rn and so
it contains at least one arc for every pair of adjacent vertices on Rn , and
therefore at least n&7 arcs of Rn . Moreover, it must also contain at least
two attachment arcs. Hence |W|n&5 and so |W|n&4 since W is of
odd length, completing the proof of Lemma 3.4. K
A rewording of Lemma 3.4 tells us that if W is a closed walk of odd
length, then &(W, v)>0 for each vertex v of Rn . The next result is an
immediate consequence of Lemma 3.4.
Corollary 3.5. If W is a closed walk of length n in Yn , then
&(W, V(Hn)) # [2, 4, 6].
We remark that for s1 , s2 , ..., sn # Qa, b the notation s1 s2 } } } sn will hereaf-
ter be used to denote both the Qa, b -sequence as well as the corresponding
product in An . This should cause no confusion.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Clearly, l(S)3. Moreover, Lemma 3.4
implies that l(S)  [3, 5]. Suppose that l(S)=4. Then S is necessarily
balanced, for otherwise the walk at (n+5)2 associated with S would not
be closed. Therefore S is equivalent to a sequence S$ # [a2b&2,
ab&1ab&1, aba&1b&1]. If S$=a2b&2, then S$ takes 0 to n&2. In the other
two cases S$ takes 0 to 2. It follows that l(S)6.
Assume that l(S)=6. As above, S must be balanced for otherwise the
walk at (n+5)2 associated with S is not closed. A careful inspection shows
that S must be equivalent to one of the following balanced sequences of
length 6:
1. a3b&3, 2. a3b&1a&1b&1, 3. a2b&2ab&1, 4. a2b&1ab&2, 5. a2ba&1b&2,
6. a2b&2a&1b, 7. a2ba&2b&1, 8. abab&1a&1b&1, 9. aba&1b&1ab&1,
10. ab&1ab&1a&1b, 11. ab&1ab&1ab&1.
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The sequences numbered 1, 4 and 8 take 0 to 2. The sequences numbered
2, 3, 6 and 8 take 0 to 2k&1. Sequence number 5 takes 1 to 5, sequence
number 7 takes 1 to 2k, sequence number 9 takes 1 to 3, and sequence
number 10 takes 0 to 6. We are left with sequence number 11, which is
easily checked to be a relation, completing the proof of Proposition 3.1. K
We may now analyze relations of length n11 in An .
Lemma 3.6. Let S be a relation of length n11. Then either l+ (S)=
l(S) or l& (S)=l(S).
Proof. For shortness, let l+=l+ (S) and l&=l& (S). We are going to
prove that min[l+, l&]=0. Let us first show that
min[l+, l&]3. (1)
Assume that min[l+, l&]1. Then there is a sequence S$=a&1T equiv-
alent to S such that l+ (S$)>l& (S$). Let W be the corresponding closed
walk at 7 associated with S$. Since l+ (S$)>l& (S$) we have that
&(W, 7)2. This implies that &(W, V(Hn)){6 and so, by Corollary 3.5, we
have &(W, V(Hn)) # [2, 4]. Let us analyze both possibilities.
Suppose first that &(W, V(Hn))=2. Then v # Rn &(W, v)=n&2. Using
Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 2.1, we have that the vertices with frequencies
greater than 1 (note that 7 is one of them) in Rn form either a unique block
of two consecutive vertices with respective frequencies 3, 3, a block of three
consecutive vertices having frequencies 2, 3, 2, a block of four consecutive
vertices with frequencies 2, 2, 2, 2, or two disjoint blocks with two con-
secutive vertices in each, having frequencies 2, 2. Since l+ (S$)>l& (S$)
we may see from the structure of Yn that, when traversing a vertex of
frequency 1 in Rn , the walk W uses both of its incident arcs consistently
with their orientation. Moreover, the set of vertices of Rn with frequency
greater than 1 contribute precisely two arcs used by W inconsistently.
Besides, there is at most one inconsistent arc usage arising from vertices in
Hn (possibly coming from an arc within Hn). This proves (1) when
&(W, V(Hn))=2.
Next suppose that &(W, V(Hn))=4. From Proposition 2.1 it follows that
the frequency distribution of vertices in Rn is such that two consecutive
vertices (namely 6 and 7) have frequency 2 and all other vertices have
frequency 1. Moreover, Proposition 2.1 and the structure of Hn together
imply that the walk W meets precisely four vertices of Hn each with
frequency 1. As above, when traversing a vertex with frequency 1 in Rn , the
walk W uses both of its incident arcs consistently with their orientation.
Also, the two vertices of Rn with frequency greater than 1 together con-
tribute precisely one arc used by W inconsistently. Besides, there are at
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most three inconsistent arc usages arising from vertices in Hn . The latter
can only happen if the subwalk of W induced by Hn is either 0, 5, 2, 1 or
2, 1, 0, 5. In other words, the subsequence of S$ corresponding to this sub-
walk is either b&2a&1 or a&2b&1. As for the subwalk of W induced by the
vertices 6 and 7, that is, the two vertices of Rn with frequency 2, the corre-
sponding subsequence of S$=a&1T is ba&1b. Since n11, it follows that
S$ is either a&1T1 a&2b&1ab or a&1T1b&2a&1b2, where l+ (T1)=l(T1)=
n&6. By a short computation, we may see that in both cases the walk at
the vertex 8 associated with S$ terminates in the set [0, 6]. Hence S is not
a relation. This completes the proof of (1). Lemma 3.6 will now be proved
by showing that min[l+, l&] # [1, 2, 3] leads to a contradiction.
Case 1. Let min[l+, l&]=1. Then S is equivalent to a sequence S$ of
the form ab&1aT, where T=t1 t2 } } } tn&4 tn&3 is a sequence with
l+ (T )=l(T)=n&3. Consider the walk at n&1 associated with S$.
Observe that ab&1at1 t2 } } } tn&7 fixes n&1. Since S is a relation, it follows
that tn&6 tn&5 tn&4 tn&3 must also fix n&1. But this is clearly not the case.
Case 2. Let min[l+, l&]=2. Then S is equivalent to a sequence S$
such that l& (S$)=2. Then the two terms of S$ belonging to [a&1, b&1]
are either consecutive or not. Suppose first that these two terms are
consecutive. Then S$=x1x2 Twy1 y2 y3z1 z2 , where x1 , x2 # [a&1, b&1].
Consider the walk at 8 associated with S$. In order for this walk to be
closed we claim that y1 y2 y3 must be either a2b or b2a. Namely, x1x2Tw
takes 8 to n&1. But for y1 y2 y3z1 z2 to reach 8 it follows that y1 y2 y3 must
take n&1 to 6. By inspection of Hn we have the claim. Consider now the
walk at 9 associated with S$. Then x1x2 T takes 9 to n&1. Suppose that
w=a. Then wy1 y2 y3 takes n&1 to 5. Of course, z1 z2 does not take 5 to
9. The same argument applies if w=b. In that case wy1 y2 y3 takes n&1 to
1, and with z1z2 we cannot reach 9. Suppose now that the two terms of S$
belonging to [a&1, b&1] are not consecutive. Since n11, we may assume
that S$=wTx1x2 x3 , where w, xi # [a, b] for each i # [1, 2, 3] and
l(T )=n&4 with no two consecutive terms of T belonging to [a&1, b&1].
Consider the walk at 6 associated with S$. Then wT takes 6 to n&1. In
order for the walk to be closed, x1x2x3 must, as above, be either a2b or
b2a. Suppose first that w=a and consider the walk at 5 associated with S$.
Then wTx1 takes 5 to n&1 and x2x3 # [ab, ba] takes n&1 to 3 and thus
the walk is not closed. Similarly, if w=b, consider the walk at 1 associated
with S$. Then wTx1 takes 1 to n&1 and x2 x3 # [ab, ba] takes n&1 to 3.
Again, the walk is not closed.
Case 3. Let min[l+, l&]=3. Since n11 we have that S is equivalent
to S$= yTx1x2 x3 , where y # [a&1, b&1], l& (T)=2 and xi # [a, b] for each
i # [1, 2, 3]. Consider the walk at 9 associated with S$. We have that yT
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takes 9 to either 0 or 2. But x1x2x3 takes [0, 2] to a subset of
V(Hn) _ [7], a contradiction, completing the proof of Lemma 3.6. K
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Let S be a relation of length n11 in An . By
Lemma 3.6 we have min[l+, l&]=0. Hence S is equivalent to a sequence
S$=x1x2x3x4 x5x6x7x8 x9T with l& (S$)=0. Consider the closed walk at
the vertex n&3 associated with S$. Then we must have that x3x4 } } } x9
takes n&1 to 6.
By inspection of the action digraph Yn we can see that x3 x4 } } } x9 is one
of the following 18 sequences
1. a7, 2. a5b2, 3. a4ba2, 4. a4b3, 5. a3b2ab, 6. abababa, 7. ab3aba,
8. a2bab, 9. a2abab, 10. b7, 11. b5a2, 12. b4ab2, 13. b4a3,
14. b3a2ba, 15. bababab, 16. ba3bab, 17. bab2aba, 18. ba2baba.
Consider the closed walk at the vertex n&2 associated with S$. Then
x2 x3 } } } x8 must take n&1 to 6, and is again one of the above 18 sequences.
By inspection we can see that x2 x3 } } } x9 as is one of the following sequen-
ces
a8, a5b3, babababa, bab2abab, b8, b5a3, abababab, aba2baba.
Finally, consider the closed walk at the vertex n&1 associated with S$.
Then x1x2 } } } x7 must take n&1 to 6 and must therefore be one of the
above 18 sequences. Again by inspection we obtain that
x1 x2 } } } x9 # [a9, b9, a(ba)4, b(ab)4].
Extending this argument to the rest of the sequence, we end up with an or
bn in the first two cases. The last two are not extendable to the whole
sequence for parity reasons. This proves Proposition 3.2. K
We have now gathered all the relevant information on the cycle structure
of the graphs Xn . To prove Theorem 1.1 an additional concept is needed.
Given a graph X and a 2-path [u, v, w] in X we let C(u, v, w) denote the
set consisting of all possible lengths of cycles containing the 2-path
[u, v, w]. The following simple observation is taken from [9] whereas
Proposition 3.8 can easily be deduced from [6, Lemma 2.1].
Proposition 3.7. Let X be a connected graph such that for any two
adjacent vertices u, v # V(X), the sets C(u, v, x)(x # N(v)"[u]) are all dis-
tinct. Then no nonidentity automorphism of X fixes two adjacent vertices.
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Proposition 3.8. Let G be a group and Q a generating set of G such
that 1  Q=Q&1. Let X=Cay(G, Q) and H=Aut X. Then NH(G) & H1 $
Aut(G, Q).
If x # Sn is a permutation of pn , we let :x denote the action of x on An
by conjugation, that is :x(z)=xzx&1 for each z # An .
Lemma 3.9. Let a=(0 1 ... n&1) # An and b=at=tat, where t=
(0 2)(1 5) # An . Then Nsn(a) & Nsn (b) contains no element x satisfying :x(a)=
a&1 and :x(b)=b&1.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that such an element x exists. It follows
that :txt (a)=a&1. A short calculation shows that x, txt # [ yc : c # pn],
where yc # Sn maps according to the rule yc (i)=c&i for each i # pn . Hence
tyc t= yd for some c, d # pn . Since n is large enough there exists
k # pn "[0, 1, 2, 5] such that c&k # pn"[0, 1, 2, 5], too. Consequently,
t(k)=k and t(c&k)=c&k and so c&k=tyct(k)= yd (k)=d&k, implying
c=d. Hence tyc t= yc . Applying this relation first to i=0 and then to i=1
we obtain, respectively, t(c)=c&2 and t(c&1)=c&5. The first condition
forces c=2, whereas the second one forces c=6, a contradiction. K
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let H(n)=Aut Xn and recall that t=(0 2)(1 5).
It is clear that :t interchanges a and b, and thus :t # Aut(An , Qa, b). In fact,
as we shall now prove,
Aut(An , Qa, b)=(:t). (2)
Firstly, observe that the group Aut(An , Qa, b) acts semiregularly on Qa, b .
Namely, letting # # Aut(An , Qa, b) fix an element of Qa, b we have that #
must fix its inverse, too. Hence the restriction of # to Qa, b is either (a a&1)
or (b b&1) or the identity. But in the first two cases the relation (ab&1)3=1
is mapped by #, respectively, to (a&1b&1)3=1 or to (ab)3=1, contradicting
Proposition 3.1. It follows that the restriction of Aut(An , Qa, b) to Qa, b is a
group of order either 2 or 4. To show that the order is 2, it now suffices
to prove that this restriction contains neither (a a&1)(b b&1) nor
(a a&1b b&1). The existence of # # Aut(An , Qa, b), whose restriction to Qa, b
is (a a&1b b&1), leads to a contradiction as #(a) # (a) but #(a&1)  (a).
Suppose that there exists # # Aut(An , Qa, b) whose restriction to Qa, b is
(a a&1)(b b&1). Now recall that, since n{6, the automorphisms of An are
of the form :x , x # Sn . Therefore the existence of such a # contradicts
Lemma 3.9. This proves (2).
Letting L(An) denote the left regular representation of An we have F(n)=
(L(An), :t)H(n). Clearly, L(An) is a normal subgroup of index 2 in F(n)
and has trivial intersection with Z(F(n))=(*t :t) $Z2 , where *t # L(An)
is the left translation by the element t. This shows that F(n)$An_Z2 . It
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remains to show that F(n)=H(n). We first prove that [H(n): L(An)] is
either 2 or 4. To this end, let us analyze the structure of the sets C(a, 1, b),
C(a, 1, b&1) and C(a, 1, a&1). By Proposition 3.1 we have 6 # C(a, 1, b) but
6  C(a, 1, b&1) and 6  C(a, 1, a&1). Moreover, by Proposition 3.2, we
have n # C(a, 1, a&1) but n  C(a, 1, b) and n  C(a, 1, b&1). Therefore these
three sets are pairwise distinct, and so by Proposition 3.7 no nonidentity
automorphism fixes two adjacent vertices. From this we deduce that [H(n) :
L(An)] # [2, 4]. Assume that [H(n): L(An)]=4, that is, H(n)1 is a group
of order 4. Thus F(n) is of index 2 in H(n) and so a normal subgroup.
Observe that L(An) is a characteristic subgroup of F(n) and therefore a
normal subgroup of H(n). Hence H(n)1=NH(n) (L(An)) & H(n)1 . In view of
(2) and Proposition 3.8 we thus have that H(n)1=(:t) , contradicting the
assumption that the stabilizer has order 4. Consequently, we indeed have
[H(n) :L(An)]=2, that is H(n)=F(n)=(L(An), :t) $An_Z2 . In par-
ticular, the graph Xn is 12 -transitive. K
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